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OPINION

For those of us working in the IT industry, we should be well aware of the

many bene�ts that  open source software provides.

In the early years of our careers, open source software gave us the

opportunity to experiment, learn and build things. It gave us the excitement

and privilege of understanding how things work under the hood.

Open Source gave us the con�dence to build on the technology we love,

because no one can really take it away from us. And many of today’s

developers started out with a simple contribution to their favorite Open

Source project.

As for myself, I can’t imagine a world without Open Source software.

However, as with many things we bene�t from in life, over time, we tend to

take them for granted. And open source itself is de�nitely not a shiny new

toy—we have Linux, SQLite, PostgreSQL, and an endless amount of tools that

make our lives and work easier. We also have Open Source hardware.

In 2018, when we heard about MongoDB’s changeover to the non-open

source Server Side Public License, or SSPL, our �rst thought was “wow,

how stupid of MongoDB”. They will lose contributors and users. As it turned

out, this knee-jerk reaction is not an accurate representation of the
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implications of MongoDB’s move on Open Source. For some, this move may

have not resulted in signi�cant di�erences.

Anyone, including MongoDB, Elastic or Graylog should be allowed to release

their products under whatever license they would like to use, and the

community should be free to continue if they want. Life happens, bad or

strange decisions like this happen —- we can move on.

However, in terms of what MongoDB did, the impact is just di�erent. No one

should decide to come up with their own terms on what to call Open Source,

and   this is exactly what is happening. The SSPL license was supposed to

“save” open source companies from Amazon or GCP, so they can’t make

money on them without giving back to the community.

Instead of “saving open source”, however, what really happened, is that if

you use MongoDB on a cloud provider, you will forever be at the mercy of

MongoDB Inc. and the fees they will be charging you, through your

infrastructure provider. Your infrastructure provider will forever be on the

hook to pay license fees to MongoDB.

And if you decide to provide a cloud service that uses MongoDB, you will

need to buy a license of your own. If you would like to move away – bummer,

you don’t have an alternative.

Does this sound like open source?

Telling users to go on-prem if they don’t like the fees is cynical and not

feasible, especially since most companies using open source will no longer

have their own infrastructure to do so. Moreover, I am curious about the

amount of source code which is available for MongoDB Atlas, which you

would theoretically need to run in order to replace it.

When MongoDB requested the OSI to recognize SSPL as an Open Source

license, they were not taken aback by the fact that it was not recognized as

such. However, MongoDB proceeded to continue calling theselves Open

Source, just because they could. They still do. They decided that they

understand better what the de�nition of open source is.
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As OpenUK‘s Amanda Brock put it when Elastic adopted SSPL: “Let’s be

really clear – it’s a move from open to proprietary as a consequence of a

failed business model decision”

The compounding e�ect of this, in the long run, is the inevitable dilution of

the true meaning, the true de�nition of Open Source. New generations of

users will have a very di�erent understanding of what open source is.

The reason why FerretDB supports the Open Source Initiative as a

Maintainer level sponsor is because we believe the integrity of Open

Source should be preserved for future generations, and for all of us

bene�ting from FOSS software on a daily basis. This is one of the many ways

we are planning to give back to the community.

FerretDB is working on a true Open Source MongoDB-compatible

database replacement, released under Apache 2.0, to make sure that the

Open Source community, and anyone wanting to avoid a vendor lock-in

situation, will have an alternative.
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